First, write your own first name in the block to the right. Then find another person who has done (sign the top portion of the block) or has not done (sign the bottom portion of the block) any of the activities listed below. You can sign up to two blocks on anyone’s autograph page.

**EXAMPLE**

**Jill** (has done this)
- Has gone water skiing

**Ed** (has not done this)
- Knows someone famous
- Has an unusual hobby
- Likes Chocolate

- Has been to Mount Rushmore
- Has been on TV
- Has many siblings
- Has ridden a camel or unicycle
- Has bought a Lotto ticket

- Likes to watch American Idol
- Has a birthday during the same month as yours
- Would bungee jump if the chance occurred
- Plays a musical instrument

- Likes Roller-coasters
- Can speak a Foreign Language
- Has performed on stage
- Has been to summer camp
- Has been on an airplane